
Using the web to make 
interactive fanfiction



I’m DM!

• I make video games


• I like to make life difficult for myself



March 2020





*Ok there were fewer than 88 pages in March 2020



And then I wrote 192,164 words 
of fanfiction



Interactive Fiction

• “Any story that allows reader participation to alter the presentation or 
outcome of the narrative” -Emily Short


• Usually only text! (But some have a few graphics too)



• Parser based - player types 
commands



Photopia, by Adam Cadre



• Parser based - player types 
commands


• Choice based - player has a list of 
choices that determine the story











But I wanted more power



• Animations


• Different text styles


• Keyboard controls


• Sound and Music (ok I didn’t 
actually add any though…)













…and Javascript



Hello, I am a very simple Ink Story! 
* I’m the first choice! 
This text only shows up if you pick the 
first choice. 

* I’m the second choice! 
You picked the second choice. 

- No matter which choice you pick you end 
up here. 

That’s it. 
C>END



VAR age = 23 

I am {age} years old. 

~ age = 25. 

Just kidding, I’m actually {age} years old. 

C>END



JSON.ink Compile!



const story = new Story(jsonString) 
while (story.canContinue) { 
    const line = story.Continue() 
    // do something with line 
} 
const choices = story.currentChoices 
story.ChooseChoiceIndex(0) 

JSON





+



+ +



+ +?



^ Problem Child



• Stateful


• Mutates all the values!


• Forgets lines as soon as they’re 
done


• Everything that causes renders to 
go wrong



VisualState



VisualState
VisualSection

VisualSection

VisualSection



let visualSection = { 
lines: [], 
choices: [], 

}  
while (story.canContinue) { 
visualSection 
.lines 
.push(story.Continue()) 

} 
visualSection.choices =  
story.getChoices();
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Make another  
VisualSection!



But I wanted even more power



It’s all text!  
Which can be parsed! 

With Javascript!



$command <parameters>



const line = VisualSection.getActiveLine()

line.startsWith(‘$’)

LINE visible = true

NO YES

• Do things to the story!


• …but don’t draw the line.



What to do with commands?

• Pause the story for a second


• Change background


• Play an animation


• Add gears and flower petals


• Change where you are in the story


• Show a custom choice!





$hub
1. Pause the story and don’t show regular 

choices


2. Find all the sections whose 
prerequisites are met


3. Display choices that go to those 
sections



#PREREQS: current fg 
“gunDeck” 
#CHOICE: “Go to gun deck” 

$set current=“gunDeck” 

Blah blah blah you are now 
on the gun deck. 
Where do you want to go? 

$hub

#PREREQS: current fg 
“upperDeck” 
#CHOICE: “Go to upper deck” 

$set current=“upperDeck” 

Now you’re on the upper 
deck! 
Where do you want to go? 

$hub





Storylets!





Storylets!
(Go read Emily Short’s blog posts if you want to learn more.)







Maybe someday I’ll make 
a video game



Thank you!



Links & Resources

• Twine (it’s open source!) https://twinery.org/


• Emily Short’s Introduction to Storylets https://emshort.blog/2019/11/29/
storylets-you-want-them/ 

• My fan fiction (if you want to read them for some reason???) 

• https://amorphic-scratchpad.netlify.app/shiori-gets-dating-advice-
maybe.html


• https://weight-of-100-years.amorphic.space/ 
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